Environment Committee - Regional Climate Action Planning Meeting
At the Global Congress for Climate Change and Sustainability Professionals
December 9, 2019, 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM
The Westin Chicago Northwest, 400 Park Blvd., Itasca
Register here

**GRC Goals:** Reduce GHG emissions; Develop resiliency to climate change impacts; Engage the community in climate change mitigation and adaptation; Work collaboratively towards a sustainable region

1:00 PM  **Opening Comments & Introductions**  
Kevin Burns, Mayor, City of Geneva & Environment Committee Chairman, Metropolitan Mayors Caucus (MMC)

1:15 PM  **The Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy (GCoM) Regional & Metro-Scale Climate Leaders**
Ready for Climate Planning - ON TO 2050 & GRC Collaborative
Overview of project & GCoM Common Reporting Framework
Chicago Region’s Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Inventory
Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
Developing a Climate Action Plan – Goals, Targets, Actions

Jared Patton, Associate Planner, Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP)
Edith Makra, Director of Environmental Initiatives, MMC

1:45 PM  **GRC Framework – Foundation for Regional Climate Action Planning**
Small Group Activity – Connecting Local Action to Regional Climate Impact
All Participants

2:55 PM  **Wrap-up and Next Steps**  
Kevin Burns & Edith Makra

3:00 PM  Adjourn

**Next Committee meeting:**
January 21, Village of Montgomery